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Optimal codes for human beings Piotr Zieli´ nski October 3, 2006 Abstract Standard T9 coding system is suboptimal. Dasher requires constant feedback. This paper presents a coding system that is humanfriendly, easily memorizable, and optimal in some precisely defined sense.
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Standard T9 coding system



The T9 is one of the best known text-entry systems for mobile phones. Each letter is assigned to a button in the following way: 1:.,!? 4:ghi 7:pqrs



2:abc 3:def 5:jkl 6:mno 8:tuv 9:wxyz 0:space



To enter a word, the user presses the buttons corresponding to the letters forming that word, and the computer deduces the word. For example: 4663 346637 995674663



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒



good dinner xylophone



To distinguish the sequence of buttons, 4663, from the actual sequence of letters, good, I will call the former code and the latter word. The process of translating a code into a word is called disambiguation.
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Disambiguation can sometimes fail. For example, good and home both have the same code 4663, so no disambiguation algorithm can reliably distinguish these two words. There are many other examples such of pairs of words. So what happens? After entering a code, say 4663, the computer just guesses the most probable word, that is, good, which the user can immediately accept by pressing space. If good is not what we want, we can press a special button next; the word changes to home, which again we can accept by pressing space. If we don’t like that one either, pressing next more times displays other words with code 4663: gone, hood, hoof, . . . Let’s now look at the disambiguation process described above from the point of view of coding theory. Each word is uniquely identified by its code and the number of times the next button has to be pressed. For example: 4663 4663N 4663NN 228 228N 228NN 228NNN
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=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



good home gone act cat bat abu



Full prefix T9 coding system



T9 coding is sometimes inefficient. For example, in order to enter xylophone you have to press 995674663, even though after entering 9956, xylophone is already the most probable word. To deal with this problem, we will make the next button iterate over all words whose code starts with the sequence of digits we have just entered:
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4663 4663N 4663NN 4663NNN 4663NNNN 4663NNNNN 4663NNNNNN 4663NNNNNNN



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



good home gone immediately immediate homes inner honest



In this system, single word can have more than one code: 46NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 466 4663



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒



good good good



68NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 688NN 6887N 68878



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



output output output output



995NNNNNNNN 9956 995674 995674663



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



xylophone xylophone xylophone xylophone



From the coding theory point of view, assigning multiple codes to the same word is just waste of space. However, this property might be useful in codes designed for humans. After entering 9956, the system should recognize that the user means xylophone. On the other hand, refusing to accept 995674 as xylophone in the name of coding-theoretical perfection is just silly. This is not to say that all codes in the table above are equally useful. We can safely assume that, to type good, nobody will enter 46NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN if 466 does the same. Similarly, since 688NN, 6887N, 68878 all consist of five symbols and resolve into output, we can optimize our coding system by assigning other words to the first two. In this optimized coding system, the sequence 688, 688N, 688NN, 688NNN, . . . no longer contains all words with 688 as the standard T9 prefix (it does not contain output for example). For this reason, I will call any such code a (partial) prefix T9 coding system. My goal is to find the optimal one. 3
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Prefix-optimal T9 codes



The optimal prefix T9 coding system minimizes the average number of button presses while still being human-friendly. Formally, we require the code to be prefix-optimal. The definition of prefix-optimality is recursive: A coding system is prefix-optimal with respect to prefix c1 c2 . . . cn iff 1. It is prefix-optimal with respect to all prefixes c1 c2 . . . cn cn+1 with cn+1 ∈ {2, . . . , 9}, 2. Out of all coding systems satisfying condition 1, it takes the minimum number of button presses to enter an average English text containing only words that have c1 c2 . . . cn as their standard T9 prefix. A coding system is prefix-optimal iff it is prefix-optimal with respect to the empty prefix. As the above definition suggests, prefix-optimal T9 codes can be constructed recursively bottom-up, starting from very long prefixes. Once prefixoptimal codes have been constructed for all extensions of the current prefix, the optimal code for the current prefix can be determined using a dynamic programming algorithm. Here are some parts of the resulting code, the prefix-optimal code on the left, the full prefix T9 code on the right. ε N NN NNN NNNN NNNNN



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



the and to this there their



ε N NN NNN NNNN NNNNN



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



the of and a in to



Note than many short words, such as of, a, in do not appear in the sequence ε, N, NN, . . . of the prefix-optimal code. This is because entering of as 63 or even as 6 takes so few button presses that the alternative in the form NN... is not necessary.
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6 6N 6NN 6NNN 6NNNN



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



of not one more most



6 6N 6NN 6NNN 6NNNN



=⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒ =⇒



of on not or one



The same here: entering on and or as 66 and 67, respectively, is so easy that assigning codes 6N... to them is just wasting space.



3.1



The cost function



Prefix-optimal codes minimize the cost of entering an average English text. The dynamic-programming algorithm used to find the code presented above assumes that the cost of entering a code can be represented as a function f (d, n), where d is the number of digits in the code, and n is the number of Ns. (For code 4663NN, d = 4 and n = 2.) For example, f (d, n) = d + n minimizes the total number of button presses. This is probably what we want for cases where pressing buttons is the most costly operation, such as with eye-controlled input by disabled people. For other users, the thinking process might actually be more costly than pressing the buttons. Once such a user looks at the list of word, it is probably easier for him to select a word from the list by pressing next than to decide which digit button to press. In this case, f (d, n) = 2d + n, which was used in the examples above, can be more appropriate. The good thing is that once an appropriate cost function (not necessarily linear) has been designed, the above algorithm can compute the optimal code automatically. For example, setting f (d, n) = d results in the full prefix code, whereas f (d, n) = n leads to the standard T9 code.



3.2



Probability adjustments



The method, as described above, leads to anomalous situations: 2 2N



=⇒ =⇒



and a



Therefore, pressing 2 results in and, not a, which might be really confusing.
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The algorithm prefers and to a because the former word occurs in an average English text more often than the latter. However, if the user wants to type and, he usually inputs 263, instead of pressing 2 and looking at the word list. Therefore, the probability of a provided that the user has just input 2 and is looking at the word list is higher than that of and. Making the algorithm use such conditional probabilities instead of absolute probabilities fixes the problem. In our examples, I simply assumed that looking at the word list doubles probabilities of all exact matches. The best method of calculating these conditional probabilities requires further research. Of course, the a-and problem described above is highly subjective. It is definitely a nuisance for beginners, but expert users might actually consider it a feature rather than a problem.
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